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November 21-25, 2020, continued a series of events dealing with advances on future Internet
mechanisms and services.
We are in the early stage of a revolution on what we call Internet now. Most of the design principles
and deployments, as well as originally intended services, reached some technical limits and we can see a
tremendous effort to correct this. Routing must be more intelligent, with quality of service consideration
and 'on-demand' flavor, while the access control schemes should allow multiple technologies yet
guarantying the privacy and integrity of the data. In a heavily distributed network resources, handling
asset and resource for distributing computing (autonomic, cloud, on-demand) and addressing
management in the next IPv6/IPv4 mixed networks require special effort for designers, equipment
vendors, developers, and service providers.
The diversity of the Internet-based offered services requires a fair handling of transactions for
financial applications, scalability for smart homes and ehealth/telemedicine, openness for web-based
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grow based on future Internet mechanisms. Identifying the key issues and major challenges, as well as
the potential solutions and the current results paves the way for future research.
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Abstract—Since the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak, people
are forced to stay home worldwide to prevent the spread. The
Internet has never been more essential to support people’s
daily lives. Organizations have been scrambling to establish
large-scale access for remote workforce. The requirements of
large numbers of secure and reliable connections from home
and mobile devices bring new challenges to enterprise
networking. The Secure Access Service Edge (SASE)
architecture converges network and security into cloud-based
services, which provides a fast, scalable and secure way for
employees to connect remotely. This paper presents the
evolution of Internet and enterprise networking with the rise of
cloud computing, and the recent industry progress on the
SASE-based solutions. Direct cloud access and converged
secure edge are the future directions of enterprise networking.

Together with Internet Service Providers (ISPs), Cloud
Providers (CPs) provide significant support in terms of
Internet traffic delivery during the pandemic, especially for
many ubiquitous digital services, making them effectively an
extension of the Internet. For example, in order to support
video conferencing, Oracle Cloud transferred 7 PB of data
and supported 300 million meeting participants daily for
Zoom, in April 2020 [5].

Keywords-Enterprise Networking; Enterprise Mobility; Secure
Access Service Edge; Endpoint Security; Point-of-Presences;
SD-WAN.

Figure 1. Internet Traffic Shift in the Cloud Era.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Since the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)
outbreak first identified in December 2019 in China, about
26 million cases have been confirmed from 188 countries in
eight months [1]. This pandemic created unprecedented
disruptions to human society. Social distancing and shelterin-place orders were announced to prevent the spread. With
most people staying at home, the internet inevitably becomes
the most important channel to connect people and deliver
critical services, like telemedicine and videoconferencing.
The average daily in-home data usage in the U.S. soared
38 percent in mid-March as the coronavirus pandemic
started, compared to the same time in March 2019 [2]. The
monthly average of data consumption in the first quarter of
2020 per subscriber has increased to 402.5 GB from 273.5
GB during the same time last year, a 47 percent increase [3].
Increased data usage is mainly from social media platforms,
streaming platforms, and online gaming. Under the strain
of unprecedented usage, the European Union even urged
streaming platforms, like Netflix and YouTube, to stop
showing video in high definition to prevent the internet from
breaking down. Fortunately, the Internet held up to the surge
and continuously support the heavy in-home data usage.
Increased disruptions across provider networks have been
observed, but those are mainly caused by increased traffic
engineering activity, rather than traffic congestion [4].
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Before the pandemic, the Internet had been reshaped with
the rise of cloud computing. Its role got enriched from
delivering contents to delivering computing resources. Since
Amazon first announced delivering computing and storage
resource over Internet in 2006, the cloud-based technologies
including Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-aService (PaaS) and Software-as-a-service (SaaS) have made
great strides, and the Internet traffic has been shifted,
illustrated in Figure 1. The global network infrastructure has
been greatly improved as well, with the rapid growth of CPs
private backbone.
This paper aims to provide an overview of the changes of
to the Internet and enterprise networks with the rise of cloud
computing, particularly under the crisis of COVID-19. In
Section II, the private backbone networks of CPs are first
introduced. In Section III, the transformation of enterprise
Wide Area Network (WAN) is discussed. In Section IV,
SASE, a network and security converged solution is
explained. Conclusions are presented at the end.
II.

CLOUD PROVIDERS GLOBAL BACKBONE

With the wide adoption of cloud computing, Cloud
providers expand their global backbone network at an
incredible speed. Improving the availability and efficiency of
WAN is central to their ability to provide services in a fast,
reliable and cost-effective manner. In Figure 2, a simplified
private backbone network is illustrated. Cloud providers
build data centers and Point-of-Presences (PoPs) globally to
increase accessibility, and connect them with optical fiber,
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subsea cables and super high bandwidth switches. Therefore,
instead of using public Internet, customers at different
locations can connect to the nearest PoPs, and then
communicate within CPs’ private network to reduce latency.
Cloud Provider Global Backbone
Point of Presence
Data Center

London
Site

Internet

New York
Site

Unpredictive public Internet route

Figure 2. Cloud Providers Global Backbone Networks.

For example, Microsoft owns and runs one the largest
WAN backbones in the world. By now, it has built more than
60 regions (data centers), more than 170 global network
PoPs, and 130,000 miles of optical fiber with elastic optical
network [6][7]. Bandwidth between data centers is up to 1.6
PB/s [6]. Using private subsea cable systems, network
latency and performance predictability across continents
have been greatly improved, compared to using public
Internet [8]. Google Cloud and Amazon Web Services have
taken similar strategies to expand their global reach. More
details on cloud performance comparison can be found in
[8].
As COVID-19 lockdowns went into effect, network
traffic and the usage of cloud services significantly
increased. According to Microsoft’s statistics, the Azure
WAN usage immediately jumped by 60 percent after the US
lockdown, and 94 percent growth was seen in connections to
the Azure VPN service [9]. Traffic into Azure networks that
connect data center regions to each other and to the outside
world spiked by 40 times [9]. To meet the incredible surge in
demand, workloads from the hot regions were shifted to
regions that had more capacity. More gateways and front
ends were added to scale out services. Duplicate and nonessential features in the services were minimized to reduce
the resource usage. Meanwhile, cloud providers rapidly
increased network and data center capacity, opened new
sites, signed new contracts with ISPs, and even leased extra
subsea cables. Network bandwidth got greatly increased
within a few months. Although some logistical issues were
caused by the pandemic, the expansion of cloud
infrastructure has not been slowing down. A total of 26
hyperscale data centers opened in the first half of 2020, and
176 new data centers are in the pipeline [10].
III.

ENTERPRISE WAN TRANSFORMATION

For more than a decade, Multi-Protocol Label Switching
(MPLS) was the standard approach for building a corporate
WAN since 2000. However, due to its high costs and limited
agility, a wave of transition to Software-Defined WAN (SDWAN) started around 2013. Early SD-WAN deployments
reuse the MPLS networks and broadband Internet
connections at enterprise branches. With dynamic path
selection and application visibility, SD-WAN improves the
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network availability and manageability, and lower the costs.
However, the unpredictability of the Internet limits the
growth of early SD-WAN.
With the mainstream adoption of cloud, more and more
enterprise applications move to the SaaS model, e.g., Office
365, Workday, Service Now. According to the Enterprise
Strategy Group’s 2019 report, 60 percent of organizations
will use SaaS applications for greater than half of their
business needs over the next two years [11]. Therefore, the
enterprise traffic to headquarters shifts to the public cloud.
Direct cloud access drives the recent changes of enterprise
WAN, which is considered as SD-WAN 2.0. To facilitate the
changes, CPs directly connect their network with ISPs
networks in the Internet Exchange Points (IXPs), or provide
ISPs the connections to their nearest PoPs. Customers can
purchase premium connections to public clouds from ISPs.
For large enterprises, enterprise network appliances can even
be placed at the same colocation center with CPs. A
dedicated link up to 100 Gbps can be established directly
between enterprise network and CPs network, and multiple
links can be configured if needed.

Figure 3. Drivers of Enterprise WAN Transformation at Different Phases.

As of today, with a large number of employees working
from home in this pandemic, the changes of enterprise WAN
are driven by mobility. Previously, remote employees used
VPN technologies to securely connect to the headquarters.
However, since enterprise applications and data are now
located among various cloud platforms, it is not efficient to
backhaul all the traffic to headquarters and then redirect to
the Internet. In addition, the VPN technologies present
security challenges in a cloud environment. With VPN
connections, users are given broad access to an entire flat
network, rather than to only the applications that are needed
for their jobs. To respond to this challenge, industry moves
from VPNs to Zero Trust (ZT). Zero Trust security includes
two core concepts: 1) provide and continuously authorize
access to resources based on identity, instead of location. 2)
enforce the principle of least privilege, i.e., only grant users
(or services) access to assets they specifically need, and
nothing more [12]. ZT security now has been widely
accepted by both users and vendors.
Internet
websites

Remote workforce

Cloud WAN

SaaS
Applications

Branch
IaaS, PaaS
Resources

HQ Data Center
Edge applications/appliances

Cloud WAN PoPs

Figure 4. A Cloud-native Indentity-based Enterprise WAN.
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Driven by direct cloud access and mobility, enterprise
WAN architecture evolves to a cloud-native, identity-based,
network and security converged architecture, illustrated in
Figure 4. A global distributed architecture provides fast
cloud access. ZT framework guarantees secure connections
from any devices and anywhere. Cloud-native architecture
provides dynamic service orchestration and centralized
network and security management. Its key characteristics
include:
 Zero trust framework
 Cloud-native architecture
 Globally distributed network
 Security-as-a-service at cloud edge
There are many names for this unified architecture. One
of them is SASE, the convergence of network services and
security services, coined by Gartner in July 2019 [13]. The
SASE architecture and SASE-centric solutions have been
enriched by multiple vendors in the past year. The
capabilities, benefits and main components of SASE-based
enterprise WAN are elaborated in Section IV.

Some key benefits of SASE include greater business
agility, dynamic access control for different user groups,
fine-grained visibility of user activities, end-to-end traffic
observability, reliable network performance, increased
operational efficiency, reduced management complexity and
total cost of ownership, etc. Those benefits are mainly from
enterprise IT’s perspective. As for the employees, better user
experience and network performance should be seen. In
order to implement SASE-centric networks, three main
components are listed as following.

IV.
SECURE ACCESS SERVICE EDGE
Due to the uncertainties brought by the pandemic,
business agility and scalability are crucial for enterprise
networks, and the dynamic secure access requirements put
significant pressure on existing networks. Therefore, a cloudnative solution with converged security services becomes a
necessity. SASE is such a distributed and cloud-native
platform that connects all edges to one logic network and
delivers network services and security services as needed. Its
main four characteristics are shown in Figure 5.

B. Point-of-Presences (PoPs)
To provide low-latency access to users, devices and
cloud services anywhere, enterprises need a worldwide
fabric of PoPs and peering relationship [13]. The PoPs
comprise a backbone network interconnecting multiple
provider networks with SLA-backed IP connections, offering
better performance and resiliency than the traditional
unpredictive Internet. Converged network services and
security services running on each PoP steer network traffic,
inspect security, and monitor underlying networks, etc.
Services are designed in a cloud-native way. Benefit from
scalability and elasticity of the cloud, services can be easily
deployed and scaled out among all PoPs.
Since most processing is done on the PoPs, connecting
any type of edges, e.g., branches, cloud resources, mobile
devices, IoT devices, becomes simple and consistent. The
only requirement is a simple connector to establish an
encrypted tunnel across an Internet connection to the nearest
PoP. By co-locating PoPs and cloud IXPs in the same
physical data centers, cloud resources are directly available
in the enterprise networks. Minimal latency is achieved
without deploying additional software or hardware.

Cloud-native

Identity-driven
SASE
All edges

Globally distributed

Figure 5. Four Characteristics of SASE.

Compared to previous SD-WAN solutions, SASE
emphasize a converged design to streamline and optimize
security solutions, including Zero Trust Network Access
(ZTNA), Firewall-as-a-service (FWaaS), Secure Web
Gateway (SWG), Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB),
Web Application and API Protection (WAAP), Remote
Browser Isolation (RBI), Intrusion Prevention System (IPS),
Data Loss Prevention (DLP), etc. It is not required to
implement all these functions at once. Gartner categorized
SASE capabilities to three levels, illustrated in Figure 6.
Additionally, the capabilities are not achieved by a simple
service function chaining. Parallel processing should be
adopted to minimize processing latency.
Core

SD-WAN, SWG, CASB, ZTNA, FWaaS
 Identify sensitive data/malware
 Encrypt/Decrypt content at line speed, at scale
 Continuously monitor sessions for risk/trust levels

Recommended Network sandbox, recursive DNS, RBI, WAAP
Optional VPN, Wi-fi hotspot protection, offline protection

A. Edge Connector
Edge connectors are responsible for securely driving
traffic from edges to the cloud network for processing.
Different edges may have different forms of connectors. For
example, branches could have an IPsec-enabled plug-andplay device to connect to the local Internet; personal
computers and cellphones may use an identity-based security
application or a web-based agentless terminal; data centers
could adopt high performance routers to guarantee
bandwidth.

C. Cloud-based Orchestration and Management Center
In contrast to previous point solutions, enterprise IT can
manage their networks and security through one unified
operation center, e.g., enabling connections to new branches,
authorizing new users, prioritizing office applications,
modifying firewall policies, and upgrading services.
Granular access at both network level and application level
can be programmed for each individual, and consistent
network policies will be deployed to each PoP. In addition,
standardized metrics, logs, and tracing are built into cloudnative services, and end-to-end observability is available in
the operation center for performance analysis and fast
troubleshooting.

Figure 6. SASE capabilities by Gartner [13].
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V.

CONCLUSIONS

Cloud providers have expanded global backbone
networks rapidly, which play an important role in delivering
Internet traffic. ISPs and CPs collaborate closely to improve
the Internet performance and resiliency. The Internet and
cloud are inseparable and synergize each other today.
COVID-19 is a catalyst, accelerating the business
transition to a more flexible model. As enterprise
applications move to the cloud and employees move
remotely, enterprise networks have no longer been in a
constraint perimeter. A trend of SASE-based WAN
composed of edge connectors and global PoPs emerges to
better support the needs of direct cloud access and secure
access from any devices anywhere. The SASE architecture
provides good guidance, but the convergence design of
network and security services at the cloud edge is still
ongoing work.
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